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Introduction
Koçari Resources company was established in Malta in 2020. Company active areas are Mining engineering and Commodity Trading.

The company's professional team provides the latest trend reporting, metal processing solutions and consultancy services to the mining industry

It was established with experienced partners with a strong background in the Mining and commodity sector.

Kocari Resources have participated in projects in countries such as European countries, Saudi Arabia, the Arab Emirates, Turkey, Guinea, South Africa, 
Ghana, Niger, Sudan, Albania, India  and Kosovo. 

Our mission is to build sustainability for our customers.

Our single goal is to achieve success and optimize our customers’ project value by delivering sound turnkey solutions. 

Our commitment is to support our customers throughout the complete cycle of their projects from the idea to design and execution.

With our strong relationships and professional team, we provide quality services.



AGL is a Mining Engineering company established in Turkey in June 2016. AGL has provided consultancy, geological 
research and reporting services in many projects until today. AGL, which has signed projects in many countries, aims to 
open its own mine soon.
In line with our company’s future vision of “becoming a world-class mining engineering and mineral processing solution 
company”, our company has the goal of realizing the stages detailed.
Latest trend reporting and consultancy services will be provided to mining companies with the equipment to be 
purchased, engineers to be permanently on staff and the latest technology software to be used.
Our goal is for the company to be recognized as one of the best players in the mining engineering and mineral 
processing solution in the industry.

AGL mining assist you to report your mine site in Canadian international mining standard NI-43/101 or Australian International 
mining report standard JORK standard.



The services to be provided in terms of: 

Mining & Process Plant & Project & 
Investment Inspection

• Remote Sensing (Preliminary analysis of the structures of the field using 
special satellites)

• Topography Visualization and 3D Modeling
• Georadar and Geophysical Methods (3D imaging of the underground 

using IP, Resistivity and other Geophysical methods)
• Completion of Surface and Underground maps and planning of Geological 

Field Studies
• Geological mapping of the field
• Sample studies and Drilling Planning
• Drilling Management
• Execution of Drilling Activities
• Definitive reserve detection, 3D mapping and reporting
• Reporting in NI-43/101 or JORK standards and having a “Bankable 

Feasibility” report of the field
• EPC – M Facility Planning; Engineering, Equipment, Procurement, Facility 

Installation and Management
• Mine Management Consultancy.
• Construction Installation
• Steel installation
• Design and installation and commissioning of Copper-Zinc-Lead flotation 

and Gold-Silver leaching tanks and Cobalt Process
• Pre-Commissioning and Commissioning
• Detail Engineering and full range engineering studies
• Mixing tanks and Agitators
• Installation of Electrical and Automation Systems
• Complete selection and installation of filter presses of crushing group, 

milling group, flotation group
• Optimization studies
• Chemical Preparation Units are connected to full automation
• Fully Automatic Samplers
• Dense media separation Processes



Technology
Kocari Resources is ready to take the 
best path for you by using the latest 
technology with the best work. It 
reduces your costs a lot with its cutting-
edge technology that displays both 
satellites and 400 meters below the 
ground.

Facility Consultancy
Whatever the project you have in hand, let's get 
the most suitable and profitable result for you 
with our experience.

We are with you at every point from the mining 
exploration stage to the reporting stage, from 
the planning of the facility to the establishment.

Our company, which has all the infrastructure to manage the mining facility investment, starting from the first stage of the mine site, is ready to take a role in 
the mine management if necessary.



Mine management
AGL Mining management has a wealth of mine management experience overseeing operations
at a mine to keep it efficient and safe.
In addition to working in the field to monitor all personnel and conditions, the system also spends time in an 
office handling paperwork related to the daily operations of the mine.
This party is responsible to the mining company for events at the mine and is responsible for the overall 
safety of the facility. Mine managers often have assistants to help them do their job effectively and 
completely.
AGL Mining establishes an appropriate environmental monitoring program to ensure compliance with 
defined criteria and to enable authorities to evaluate the effectiveness of our management.

OUR GOAL IS TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS



Petroleum Products

Kocari Resources distribution company provide the supply chain by securing the  petroleum 
products  to customers from national or international refineries.

We are engaged in commercial activities primarily across oil trading, and other commodities. 
Our success is anchored on the skill, market intelligence and worldwide resource we deploy to 
add values to our customers, stakeholder’s and to optimize the value chain.

Kocari Resources  is able to supply petroleum products, petrochemicals and minerals all over 
the world.
Our company cooperates with the largest suppliers and real manufacturers in various 
industries.

We trade in products under the following categories.
• LPG 

• AVGAS 100 LL

• GAS OIL 

• GASOLINE 

• UNLEADED GASOLINE



• Granular Sulphur

• Urea 46% Periled & Granular from

• Nickel

• Steel Scrap -Stainless Steel Scrap

• Copper Scrap

• Aluminum Scrap

• Cement 42.5 - Clinker

• Copper Millbury / Cathode / Ingots /Scrap  

• R50 – R65 Railway Scrap

• Zinc Ingots from 

• Aluminum ingots 99.7% 

• Petroleum  coke from 

• Chrome 

• Coal (south Africa – Indonesia )

Products List:



• Environmentally safe
• Bio-degradable
• A natural polymer
• VERY cost-effective

• Best on the market for ‘cost per square meter per month’

• Performance that matches non-enviro-friendly substances

• Applicable and effective for most Dust Suppression needs:

• Suitable and  safe for most fog cannons, misting devices and spray equipment, pumps

• Large savings on water usage



NanoBlock Features

Made from locally sourced natural vegetation
• A truly natural polymer. 
• Fully Bio-degradable.
Environmentally friendly 
• Non-toxic to humans, animals, birds, 

vegetation or water life. 
• Non-corrosive, available in two colours at 

present.
A Highly miscible formulation 
• Can store the concentrate for long 

periods, safely.
• Easy to mix into water and apply with 

virtually all mechanisms. 
• Washes off plant and equipment easily 

with water.
Effective at low concentrations
• Generally, 1L to 1000L water will suffice 

for most applications.



VERY cost effective:

• Probably the best on the market for ‘total cost per square meter, per month’

Greatly enhances the ability of water to suppress dust:
• Saves significant amounts of water usage in dust operations in general (up to 70% saving)
• Effectively binds the surface and substrate; from very fine particles to rocky gravel, providing a self 

levelling surface that resists rain washout effectively.
• Can be alternated with pure water suppression for more efficient usage of the media

Applicable and effective for most Dust Suppression needs:
• High traffic haul roads, service roads and active open areas
• Short term capping for Tailings dams; both active (re-mining) and passive.
• Ideal for dirt airstrips, rural and farm roads, truck stops.
• Mining processes from loading, hauling, crushing, stockpiling.

Suitable for most fog cannons, misting devices and spray/irrigation 
equipment
• Does not clog or damage pumps and fine spray application systems

Value for customers



Sultanrock® is a Trademark owned by KOCARI RESOURCES LTD

www.sultanrock.com

Turkish Natural Color Changing Gemstone
Turkiye Unique Gems Sultan rock is one of the most important underground 
mines. The important stone, which is formed over time in different rocks and 
spaces, is also one of the powerful stones that contain magnetic energy. Sultan 
rock, which reveals its energy through different densities, is evaluated in many 
different fields, especially jewelry.

Sultan rock is a wondrous act of Mother Nature. Unlike other varieties of 
Diaspore, which is often opaquer, Sultan rock was immediately observed to 
have excellent clarity and, under different lighting conditions, change color.

Sultan Rock is one of the most precious stones based on aluminum. In 
addition, its ability to change the colors reflected on it allows the stone to 
become more valuable and privileged. It is a semi-transparent stone. In 
addition to being a durable stone, it has a hardness of 6.5-7.

Sultan's rock is a rare diaspore unique to the Turkish geography used in 
jewelers.

Sultan rock, which takes its name from the Ottoman sultans, takes on yellow, 
green, or violet tones according to the light of the environment.

Which has been used extensively in mining and jewelry since the 19th century, 
has been taken out of Muğla – Milas in Turkiye, and has become a registered 
trademark named Sultanrock®. 

Understanding the real sultan rock is only possible by observing the crystalline 
particles on the inner surface with the help of a magnifying glass. What a 
perfect way for even more people to appreciate Turkiye unique gem.

The only difference is that Sultan rock is a trading 
name while diaspore is a gemological name. 



KOCARI RESOURCES PATENTS

www.jessijess.comwww.sultanrock.com



What happened near Milas, a town in the Anatolian 
mountains of Turkiye, about an eight-hour drive 
south of Istanbul. In the 1970s, bauxite miners 
discovered large, gem-quality specimens of a color-
changing mineral called diaspore embedded in 
some of the ore.

Diaspore, which blushes from a kiwi green under 
fluorescent lighting to a raspberry pink in 
candlelight, now is marketed under the brand 
names Sultanrock® 

The gemstone’s colors also matches well with any 
metal color, and pairs well with rose gold and 
yellow gold for a sophisticated, classy look while 
white metals give the gemstone a modern, trendy 
appearance.

Sultanrock® are mined from one specific diaspore 
mine in the southwest of Turkiye Anatolian 
mountains.

While Sultanrock is a variety of diaspore the 
highest, gem-quality variety. The names Sultanrock
have a touch of prestige and luxury market in this 
manner whereas diaspore is simply the gemological 
name.  

Sultanrock® is a Trademark owned 
by KOCARI RESOURCES LTD.



KOCARI RESOURCES LTD.

Central Office Building, Block A Level 0, 

Halmann Vella, Mosta Road, Lija LJA9016 / MALTA

Phone:+356 99 69 3085 – Mobile:+ 27 81 015 2864

www.kocariresources.com - info@kocariresources.com

THE COMPANY'S CORPORATE SUCCESS IS OUR PRIMARY GOAL.


